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Abstract: Traveling to heritage sites represents a growing sector with great potential in the context of heritage tourism, which is a relevant topic but has received little scholarly attention. The present study tries to bridge this gap by investigating the mediating role of heritage image and attitudes toward a heritage site in the relationship between user-generated content (UGC) and travel intention toward a heritage site. In particular, we applied partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM), which is a relatively popular new method, instead of the traditionally used covariance-based structural equation modeling (CB-SEM) method. The rise in popularity of PLS-SEM has been particularly noticeable since 2013, but in the area of heritage tourism, research is still in an early stage of development because the heritage discipline has hardly exploited the benefits of this approach. We proposed a multimediation model for heritage tourism to address this relatively new research avenue. It was discovered that exogenous variables directly and indirectly influenced travel intentions toward a heritage site through their mediators (i.e., heritage image and attitudes toward a heritage site). The findings provide an appropriate empirical and theoretical conclusion as well as valuable insights for heritage management organizations (HMOs) into the performance of heritage tourism, both for local professionals and the host communities that assist in increasing the development of heritage tourism.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays in social science, especially in heritage tourism studies, one topic that has attracted the attention of academics and researchers alike is the extensive evaluation of heritage image, the attitude of tourists toward heritage sites, and, more importantly, travel intentions [1–3]. Heritage image is positively associated with the tourist’s acuities and the quality of the destination [1]. Rindell [4] stated [2] that heritage image represents “the temporal dimension in the tourist’s impression of cultural heritage sites”. According to Keller [5], corporate image can be defined as “perceptions of an organization reflected in the associations held in the consumer’s memory”. The concept of heritage image was generated based on the findings of empirical studies, which were focused on the consumer’s corporate image. This concept is expected to be a valuable conceptual framework to realize...
The role of the past on the present heritage image formation of travelers. However, few academics and researchers have paid attention to exploring heritage image measurement in the context of the international tourism industry [1,2,6].

The influence of the destination image on a tourist’s mind is very significant in the selection of favorite destinations for probable trips, and also influences future intentions for those specific tourist places [7]. Previous studies have also emphasized important elements that have a significant impact on destination image improvement [8,9], intention to travel [10–12], and attitudes toward a destination [13–15]. The identification of the most relevant factors that influence image, attitude, and travel intention [16] could help to find and classify target markets. However, the literature is still very limited, and emphasizes the forces affecting the development of heritage image attitude and travel intention toward heritage sites. Beerl and Martin [17] stated that personal features and information sources were two of the major motivating factors. Information sources were more important than personal factors in the context of the formation of destination perceptions prior to probable visiting [18]. Destination image and the selection of the destination were significantly influenced by the information sources that a tourist obtained [19]. According to Baloglu and McCleary [7], out of six types of information sources (i.e., word-of-mouth (WOM), advertisements, books, news, movies, and professional advice), WOM positively and significantly affected the image of a destination, travel intention, and attitudes toward a destination.

WOM is defined as the information shared by individuals through face-to-face communication and electronic WOM (e-WOM). e-WOM denotes the information shared by the individual using commercial and noncommercial electronic channels. In accordance with the marketing perspective, WOM is now an important topic and is a strategic player in marketing monopoly difference and the decision-making process, as it also helps to reduce the chances of risk and uncertainty [20]. WOM has been considered one of the strongest believable and truthful channels of communication, and it also affects intellectual destination image [17]. There is still a lack of investigation into explaining the unique effects of different sources of information. Categorically, WOM has two major forms, traditional WOM and e-WOM, where e-WOM allows people to share ideas, opinions, and experiences with each other using electronic communication platforms (e.g., social websites, emails, chat rooms, and online reviews) [20]. There are two types of e-WOM, commercial and user-generated content (UGC). In the case of commercial e-WOM, people share information via commercial channels such as commercial trip advisors and company websites. However, in the case of UGC, personal and UGC channels are used by individuals to share information. Traditional WOM and commercial e-WOM have been recognized as the most prominent and influential sources of information that can influence customer attitudes, behavioral intentions [21], and destination image [22].

Recent studies have indicated that traditional WOM and commercial e-WOM, among other information sources, have positive and significance influences on visit intention, destination image, and attitudes toward the destination [10,11,13,14,16,23]. In fact, previous studies have not paid particular attention and have focused on heritage image and UGC, which are important antecedents to attitude and travel intention toward a specific destination [1,24]. The use of mobile internet has increased globally day by day, and helps tourists interact virtually on one platform [25]. This has led to new research avenues that are relevant to the important role of e-WOM (i.e., commercial and UGC) in the reinvention and acquisition of tourists in the era of e-commerce [26]. At least 35% of online spending belongs to travel-related activities, whereas more than 74.2% of tourists use the reviews, comments, and opinions of other travelers as a source of information when making plans to travel [27]. The online opinions, reviews, and comments of other travelers are frequently considered as more likely to provide reliable, enjoyable, and up-to-date available information when compared to contents posted or published by travel service providers [28]. Therefore, UGC is generally considered to be more reliable [24,29]. Many customers share their point of view or experiences with friends and family members regarding the products or services they have used in the past. In particular, Kinard and Capella [30] mentioned that consumers gave importance to reviews, suggestions, and advice from
experienced people with regard to the services relevant to the area of tourism and hospitality. Senecal and Nante [28] documented that it was more important to review the comments or information related to products or services from consumers before purchasing or using them. Zarrad and Debabi [24] highlighted the significance of online user reviews and comments in the performance of tourism businesses.

In accordance with the above-mentioned ideas, such stimulating judgments have raised the interest of researchers and created curiosity for further exploration of the subject. The issue associated with the difference between heritage image and UGC has not been adequately addressed. Despite the significance of UGC and heritage image in the area of heritage tourism, the existing body of literature is still limited. However, travel to heritage sites represents a vast potential in the context of international tourism, but has attained little scholarly attention. This study tries to bridge this gap by proposing an integrated approach to investigate the mediation role of heritage image and attitude toward a heritage site in the relationship between word-of-mouth and travel intention toward heritage sites. In this study, we proposed a conceptual multimediation model that used six constructs (i.e., heritage image, attitude toward heritage site, travel intention toward heritage site, traditional WOM, commercial e-WOM, and UGC) together for heritage tourism. Our study presented a unique and first attempt to answer this question: Do heritage image and attitudes toward heritage sites really mediate the relationship between user-generated content and travel intention toward heritage sites? A questionnaire survey was conducted in the Huang Mountains in China among domestic and international tourists during the Chinese summer vacation. Additionally, “the rise in popularity of the PLS-SEM is particularly noticeable 2013 onwards” [31] (p. 2), but the use of partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) in the area of heritage tourism research is still at an early stage of development as the heritage discipline has hardly exploited the benefits of this approach. Therefore, we applied this relatively popular new method instead of the traditionally used covariance-based structural equation modeling (CB-SEM) method.

In the next section, Section 2, we review the relevant literature along with the development of the hypotheses. Section 3 describes the study area. Section 4 introduces the process of the sample and data collection. Section 5 contains the results and discussion, which is followed by our concluding remarks in Section 6 along with theoretical contributions, practical implications, limitations, and future research.

2. Literature Review and Hypotheses Development

2.1. Influences of Traditional WOM

Carl [32], precisely as Naqvi et al. did [33], stated that traditional WOM can be defined as “face-to-face communication about products or companies between those people who were not commercial entities”. Gupta and Harris [34] stated that consumer behavior was strongly and significantly influenced by consumer-to-consumer communication. Tourism-related products and services are intangible in nature. Hence, the creditworthiness of the available information is considered noteworthy for users in minimizing the risks associated with the consumption of products and services [19,35]. Traditional WOM uses face-to-face communication, plays a key role in consumer choice, and has an important influence on the decision-making process and consumer purchasing behavior. The information obtained from strong tie-based connections is more credible and reliable than those with weak-tie connections [36]. According to Jalilvand et al. [9], traditional WOM significantly influenced behavioral intentions and consumer attitudes. Steffes and Burgee [37] conducted a study to check the influences of traditional and electronic WOM on students’ course decision making and concluded that online information seekers preferred information that belonged to strong ties. Bieger and Laesser [38] found that information obtained from strong-tie connections (such as friends and relatives) was the most credible and reliable. Mehmood, Ahmad, and Khan [39] also found a positive association between tourists and immigrants based on strong ties with family and friends. Tourists use strong ties based on WOM information for decision-making and the formation of
destination image [38]. Travelers may use information obtained from both traditional WOM and e-WOM in the decision-making process and destination image formation process [7]. Moreover, the decision-making process is strongly influenced by traditional WOM instead of e-WOM [8,40]. Therefore, it can be strongly concluded that traditional WOM is one of the drivers of travel intention, attitude, and destination image. Similarly, it is anticipated that heritage image, attitude toward heritage sites, and travel intention toward heritage sites could be influenced by traditional WOM. Hence, we hypothesized:

**Hypothesis 1a (H1a).** Traditional WOM has a significantly positive influence on the heritage image.

**Hypothesis 1b (H1b).** Traditional WOM has a significantly positive influence on travel intention toward heritage sites.

**Hypothesis 1c (H1c).** Traditional WOM has a significantly positive influence on attitudes toward heritage sites.

### 2.2. Influences of Commercial e-WOM

Commercial e-WOM is defined as information shared by individuals using commercial channels such as commercial trip advisor websites and company websites [24]. Many web-based platforms (e.g., websites, blogs, Facebook, Twitter, social networking sites, newsgroups, and Instagram) are used by people to communicate with each other [8,41]. Commercial e-WOM provides detailed information relevant to different scenic spots, which creates an image for the potential visitor to visit these places [12,42]. Fakeye and Crompton [43] found that e-WOM had a significant impact on image destination. Furthermore, e-WOM is a very important source used by tourists after their vacation to create a destination image that tourists make after their vacation [12]. Tourists share their travel experiences through pictures and video clips on social media, which leads to a meaningful destination image [43]. Jalilvand et al. [9] investigated the influence of e-WOM on destination image in Iran and concluded that e-WOM had a positive and significant influence on destination image. Previous studies have also documented the positive and significant effect of e-WOM on tourists’ attitudes toward the destination [11,24,44]. Pietro, Virgilio, and Pantano [45] suggested that tourists share their traveling experiences on social networks, which becomes a source of entertainment for another user, which finally positively influences the potential tourist’s attitude toward visiting those destinations. Castañeda, Rodriguez, and Luque [46] studied the attitude of tourists toward the usage of the Internet and a variety of different websites and concluded that tourists’ attitudes could assist in explaining their behavior. According to Rizky et al. [10], the influence of e-WOM on the tourist intention to travel refers to “the person’s give a recommendation, comment, and giving appraisal about tourist destination through the Internet and social media”. Ladhari and Michaud [47] conducted a study to gauge the effect of e-WOM on the hotel industry, and their findings stated that information gathered by tourists from e-WOM positively influenced the traveler’s intention to visit the hotel. Abubakar and Ilkan [12] mentioned that e-WOM was a very useful source for tourists in gathering relevant information about specific tourist points in Turkey. Recent literature documented that e-WOM positively and significantly influenced travel intention [44] toward visiting tourist points in Jordan [48] and Tunisia [24]. According to Dennis, Morgan, Wright, and Jayawardhena [49], a conceptual model of e-consumers’ behavior and a positive attitude toward a specific shop significantly influenced the intention of the consumer to buy products or services from the same shop. One of the easiest ways to find relevant information related to specific and desired travel destinations is e-WOM [47].

Based on these notions, it is expected that travelers are well-aware of the information offered by e-WOM, which means that travelers would recognize this information as useful in creating an image of destinations, attitude, and travel intention toward the destination. Similarly, it is anticipated that e-WOM could positively influence heritage image, attitudes, and travel intention toward heritage sites. Consequently, we hypothesized:
Hypothesis 2a (H2a). Commercial e-WOM has a significantly positive influence on heritage image.

Hypothesis 2b (H2b). Commercial e-WOM has a significantly positive influence on travel intention toward a heritage site.

Hypothesis 2c (H2c). Commercial e-WOM has a significantly positive influence on attitude toward a heritage site.

2.3. Influences of User-Generated Content

UGC refers to the sharing of information by individuals via UGC or personal channels. UGC is also known as personal e-WOM, or user-generated content [8]. Consumers mostly rely on the information that has been obtained from experienced consumers and UGC instead of information obtained from marketer-generated contents [50,51]. The credibility of available information, the information provider, and ties with the information provider are also critically considered by online community users [52]. Vermeulen and Seegers [53] stated that a traveler’s interest indicated an increasing trend in reviewing the comments and opinions of experienced consumers or travelers that were relevant to the targeted products or services, which could improve awareness about the products and services. O’Connor [50] suggested that potential travelers and consumers also focused and kept actively updated with other consumers and traveler opinions about relevant products or services to minimize and manage the risk associated with that product or service. User-provided online information is regarded as being more important, reliable, enjoyable, and trustworthy than marketer-provided opinions and information [27,29,54,55]. Information generated by the consumer is significant because consumers of tourism and hospitality-related products and services mostly rely on the opinions and advice provided by those users who have experienced the same services [28,56]. Cox et al. [35] documented that information generated by the experienced user was considered more important among potential tourists. On social media platforms such as Instagram, many people have a lot of followers who view and read all kinds of information (e.g., text, audio, video clips) posted on Instagram by different users. Therefore these sources of information influence the traveler’s intention to travel toward a destination [10,44]. It should be studied whether strong ties are appropriate in the perspective of the formation of destination image, travel intention, and tourists’ attitudes toward the destination in an online discussion environment [8].

In this vein, it is hypothesized that if travelers were conscious about the online reviews and comments offered by UGC sources, travelers would distinguish other travelers’ and tourists’ comments, reviews, and suggestions as useful in creating images of destinations, travel intention, and attitude toward destinations. Correspondingly, it is projected that UGC could also positively and significantly influence the image of heritage, attitude, and travel intention toward heritage sites. Hence, we hypothesized:

Hypothesis 3a (H3a). UGC has a significantly positive influence on heritage image.

Hypothesis 3b (H3b). UGC has a significantly positive influence on travel intention toward heritage sites.

Hypothesis 3c (H3c). UGC has a significantly positive influence on attitude toward heritage sites.

2.4. Heritage Image and Its Mediating Role

Destination image is defined as “an individual’s overall perception or the total set of impressions of a place”, [57] and “it is regarded as the mental portrayal of a destination” [58]. Image is a very important concept in understanding the destination selection process of a traveler [59]. Heritage image is defined as “the temporal dimension in the tourist’s impression of cultural heritage sites” [4]. The concept was generated based on the findings of empirical studies that focused on the consumer’s
corporate image [5]. Heritage image has been positively associated with the acuities of the tourist and destination quality [1]. The decision regarding travel intention has significantly influenced the destination image that was owned by a particular tourist spot [12]. In accordance with the most recent literature related to marketing and tourism, destination image significantly influenced the process of destination selection and the subjective awareness of tourists along with a subsequent assessment of trips and tourists’ future intentions [14]. The findings of Phau et al. [18] mentioned that image was a key factor in determining the importance of a destination prior to the probable visit, in eliciting willingness [60], and in reinforcing the travelers’ preferences to revisit it [61]. Therefore, visit intention was directly influenced by the destination image that was owned by a tourist [15]. Nassar, Mustofa, and Resinger [62] conducted a study on Kuwaiti national tourists and mentioned that proper emphasis on the destination image backed by particular strategies had a strong and significant influence on travel intention. Furthermore, the results reinforced that destination image had a positive and significant effect on tourist destinations in determining the intention of their visits to a beautiful place in Iran [63]. In a variety of earlier studies, heritage image was an impression and expression that was obtained by tourists on their journey. Therefore, the image of tourist destinations may affect the decision to visit those places. Therefore, this concept is expected to be a valuable conceptual framework in realizing the role of the past on the traveler’s present heritage image formation. However, few academics and researchers have paid attention to exploring the measurement of heritage image in the context of the international tourism industry [2,6]. Therefore, we hypothesized:

**Hypothesis 4a (H4a).** Heritage image has a positive influence on travel intention toward heritage sites.

Based on the above-mentioned notion, it is believed that if travelers have a positive image and attitude toward the destination, this could lead toward a positive travel intention. Therefore, image and attitude could mediate the relationship between WOM and travel intention, rather than employ a direct effect of WOM on travel intention. Similarly, it is expected that the relationship between WOM (traditional, commercial e-WOM, or UGC) and travel intention toward a heritage site could be mediated by heritage image and attitude toward heritage sites. Accordingly, the following three hypotheses pertaining to the mediating roles were established:

**Hypothesis 4b (H4b).** The relationship between traditional WOM and travel intention toward heritage sites is mediated by heritage image in heritage tourism.

**Hypothesis 4c (H4c).** The relationship between e-WOM and travel intention toward heritage sites is mediated by heritage image in heritage tourism.

**Hypothesis 4d (H4d).** The relationship between UGC and travel intention toward heritage sites is mediated by heritage image in heritage tourism.

### 2.5. A Tourist’s Attitude Toward Heritage Sites and Its Mediating Role

Attitude is very important because of its capability and power to predict particular behaviors [64]. Tourist attitude “describes the psychological tendencies expressed by the positive or negative evaluations of tourists” [65] when involved in determining behaviors [66]. Attitude toward the behavior is defined as “the degree to which a person a favorable or unfavorable evaluation or appraisal of the behavior in question. In general, the more favorable the attitude toward behavior, the stronger will be an individual’s intention to adopt the behavior” [24]. Most tourists use social media websites to explore their target tourist destinations, and the attitude of the tourist has a strong influence on the destination selection process [45]. Therefore, keeping in touch on social media and tourism-related websites can play a vital role in exploring new tourist places and managing existing ones. The tourist attitude contains three components: Behavioral, effective, and cognitive. The behavioral component is a
vocal sign of the tourist’s intention to use or visit that entity, the effective component is a psychological
indication expressing the tourist’s preference for an entity, and the cognitive reaction is the assessment
made in developing an attitude. Attitude makes a person susceptible to performing or acting in
a precise manner in accordance with household recycling behavior studies [67], tourism behavior
studies [68,69], and pro-environmental behavior studies [70]. Recent studies have found that travel
intention is influenced by attitudes toward the destination [10,13,68,71], and a traveler’s positive
experience regarding products, services, and other resources offered by tourism places could lead
toward a revisit [63]. Tourist attitude plays a vital role as an effective predictor in the process of the
traveler’s decision making regarding a certain tourist place [44]. Hence, we hypothesized that:

Hypothesis 5a (H5a). Tourist attitude toward heritage sites has a significant positive direct influence
on travel intention toward heritage sites.

Based on these notions, it is supposed that tourists’ positive attitudes toward the destination could
lead toward positive travel intention. Other than employing a direct effect of WOM on travel intention,
attitude could mediate the relationship between WOM and travel intention. Correspondingly, it is
expected that the relationship between WOM (traditional, commercial e-WOM, or UGC) and travel
intention toward heritage could be mediated by the attitude toward heritage sites. Hence, the following
three hypotheses concerning mediating roles were established:

Hypothesis 5b (H5b). The relationship between traditional WOM and travel intention toward heritage
sites is mediated by tourist attitude toward heritage sites in heritage tourism.

Hypothesis 5c (H5c). The relationship between commercial e-WOM and travel intention toward
heritage sites is mediated by tourist attitude toward heritage sites in heritage tourism.

Hypothesis 5d (H5d). The relationship between UGC and travel intention toward heritage sites is
mediated by tourist attitude toward heritage sites in heritage tourism.

To sum up, it was expected that exogenous variables could directly, positively, and significantly
influence travel intention toward the heritage site. Moreover, it was also expected that the relationship
between WOM (traditional, commercial, or UGC) and travel intention toward heritage sites could
be mediated by heritage image and attitude toward heritage sites. In this vein, based on the
above-mentioned details and the literature review, and despite the significance of heritage image,
attitude toward heritage sites, and word-of-mouth in the area of heritage tourism, we proposed a
multimediation model as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Conceptual model.
As previous statistics have shown that a large number of Chinese domestic tourists like to visit scenic spots within China during annual summer vacation, domestic tourists were also included in this survey due to the Chinese annual summer vacation. We used two versions of the questionnaire (English and Chinese). The English version of the questionnaires was used for international tourists. The Chinese version of the questionnaire was used for domestic tourists. Questionnaires were filled out by the respondents through face-to-face contact and frank interaction as the respondents were expected to be more honest in direct communication. A questionnaire survey was conducted during the Chinese summer vacation. Data collection methods included two versions of the questionnaire created by the respondents through face-to-face contact and frank interaction as the respondents were completed due to the Chinese annual summer vacation. The main area of our study was Mount Huangshan (also known as the Yellow Mountains) in Anhui Province. Mount Huang was designated a United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage Site in 1990. It is one of the most attractive tourism destinations in China. Its geographical location is 117°0 12′–118°5 3′E, 29°0 24′–30°3 1′N. Huangshan is famous as a tourism destination due to its beautiful location. According to a 2015 survey, approximately 1.95 million tourists visited Mount Huang, which created 40.07 billion Renminbi (RMB) in revenue [72]. It contains various tourist points that play a significant role in the development of tourism. Huangshan City contains four counties (Qimeng, She, Xiuning, and Yi), three districts (Huizhou, Tunxi, and Huangshan), and more than 100 towns. The area of Huangshan City is approximately 9776 km², mostly contains hilly and mountainous land (90%), and has mountains as high as 1826 m [73]. Huangshan City's annual temperature is approximately 16–17 °C, and its climate is typically humid monsoon. Huangshan is famous for its yellowish-red-colored soil, which is considered good for forestry and the cultivation of rice and tea [74]. Huangshan City fulfills its water requirements from two major water sources, the Xin’anjiang River and Taiping Lake [73].

4. Data and Methodology

4.1. Sampling and Data Collection

A questionnaire survey was conducted during the Chinese summer vacation. Data collection activities were carried out over three consecutive days from 3 August 2018, to 5 August 2018. This study used the convenience sampling method, as the population of domestic and international tourists was unknown. Domestic and international tourists were deemed appropriate for the purpose of the survey.
supposed to receive about ¥5 Chinese yuan (CNY) worth of incentives in the form of different gifts for completing the questionnaires. A total of 300 questionnaires were filled out by the tourists. We found 8 questionnaires with a specific outlier, and 12 questionnaire sets were not correctly filled. Therefore, 20 questionnaires were excluded during the analysis process, and 280 valid samples were used for the data analysis. In the context of gender status, 115 participants were male and 165 were female out of the total of 280 respondents (Table 1).

Table 1. The demographic characteristics of the respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>41.07</td>
<td>41.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>58.93</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>51.79</td>
<td>51.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>41.07</td>
<td>92.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–30</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>33.93</td>
<td>37.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–40</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>67.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–50</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>18.93</td>
<td>86.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 and above</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13.21</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or below</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>16.43</td>
<td>16.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College degree</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>20.71</td>
<td>37.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>43.21</td>
<td>80.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher degree</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>19.64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 3000</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8.93</td>
<td>8.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000–4900</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>16.43</td>
<td>25.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000–7900</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>26.07</td>
<td>51.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000–10,000</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>24.29</td>
<td>75.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 10,000</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>24.29</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First time</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>61.43</td>
<td>61.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–3 times</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>28.93</td>
<td>90.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 3 times</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the demographic characteristics of the respondents. In the context of the respondents’ marital status, out of 280 respondents, 51.79% were single, 41.07% were married, and 7.14% were divorced. In terms of the respondents’ age, 3.93% of the participants were under 18 years old, 33.93% of the participants were 18–30 years old, 30% of the participants were 31–40 years old, 18.93% of the participants were 41–50 years old, and 13.21% of the participants were above 50 years old. With regard to education, 16.43% of the respondents had a high school education, 20.71% had a college degree, 43.21% had a bachelor’s degree, and 19.64% of the respondents had a higher degree. As for the respondents’ income, 8.93% of the respondents had an income of less than 3000 RMB per month, 16.43% of the respondents had a monthly income of 3000–4900 RMB, 26.07% of the respondents had an income of 5000–7900 RMB per month, 24.29% of the respondents had a monthly income of 8000–10,000 RMB, and 24.28% of the respondents had an income of more than 10,000 RMB per month. Out of 280 respondents, 61.43% of the participants were visiting the Yellow Mountains for the first time, 28.93% of the participants had visited the mountain 2–3 times, and 9.64% had visited Huangshan four times or more.

4.2. Scale Development

Data were collected through a questionnaire, which used a multi-item approach. Items were adapted from the literature because of the content validity concern of the data. For the purpose of reliability and validity improvement, several items were used to assess each concerned construct. The questionnaire was divided into three sections. The first section contained a brief description of the
questionnaire for a better understanding of the questions. The second part included the participants’
demographic information (i.e., gender, marital status, level of education, age, education, monthly
income, and visit). The third section presented the main body of the questionnaire, which comprised
23 items (also known as manifest variables) of the six concerned constructs (i.e., traditional WOM,
commercial e-WOM, UGC, heritage image, travel intention toward heritage sites, and attitude toward
heritage sites) (Table 2). “Traditional WOM” was measured using three-item scales (face-to-face
opinions, advice, and choices), which were adopted from a previously published study [75]. A six-item
modified scale (good impressions of heritage site, right heritage site, attractive heritage site, certain
heritage site, correct decision, and feel confident) was used to assess “commercial e-WOM”, and was
adapted from the existing literature [44]. Minor modifications were incorporated in accordance with
the projected hypotheses. “UGC” was tested by including three modified items (friends’ opinions,
relatives’ suggestions, and friends’ advice), which were borrowed from a previous study [75]. “Heritage
image” was assessed by incorporating five modified items (safe and secure, interesting place, natural
attraction, pleasant climate, and good value) that were taken from a previous study [76]. A three-item
modified scale (very bad/very good, very worthless/very valuable, and very unpleasant/very
pleasant) was considered to assess “attitude toward heritage site”, which was also adopted from
previous research [77]. “Travel intention toward heritage site” was also tested by integrating three
modified items (revisit, preference, and future intention), which were adopted from the literature [63].
Basically, the incorporated modifications were minor in nature because we only replaced the names
of the destinations from previous studies with our target heritage site, namely “Mount Huangshan”
(also known as the Yellow Mountains). Therefore, a seven-point Likert scale (ranging from 1 = strongly
disagree to 7 = strongly agree) was used. Participants were requested to rate it in accordance with
their experience.

Table 2. Measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heritage image</td>
<td>HI1: Safe and secure</td>
<td>[76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HI2: Interesting places</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HI3: Natural attractions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HI4: Pleasant climate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HI5: Good value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude toward heritage site</td>
<td>ATHS1: Very good</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATHS2: Valuable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATHS3: Pleasant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel intention toward heritage site</td>
<td>TITHS1: Revisit</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TITHS2: Preference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TITHS3: Future intention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional WOM</td>
<td>TWOM1: Face-to-face opinions</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TWOM2: Face-to-face advice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TWOM3: Face-to-face choices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial e-WOM</td>
<td>CEWOM1: Good impressions</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM2: Right destination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM3: Attractive destination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM4: Certain destination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM5: Correct decision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM6: Feel confident</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-generated content</td>
<td>NEWOM1: Friends’ opinions</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEWOM2: Relatives’ Suggestions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEWOM3: Friends’ advice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Data Analysis

The increase in the popularity of partial least squares structural equation modeling has been mainly noticeable from 2013 onwards [31], but PLS-SEM in the area of heritage tourism research is still in an early stage of development as the heritage discipline has hardly exploited the benefits of this approach. Therefore, we applied this relatively popular new variance-based SEM approach of PLS [78,79] instead of the traditionally used covariance-based SEM (CB-SEM) [80]. This method was used because: (1) in PLS-SEM, mediation analysis is a process rather than a step; (2) the prediction orientation of path modeling in PLS; (3) high-level model complexity prefers the PLS-SEM procedure; (4) the formative measured construct in PLS modeling; (5) PLS-SEM is appropriate for small sample sizes; (6) compared to CB-SEM, PLS-SEM does not rely on strict data assumptions; (7) the multimediation effects test in an incomplete model; and (8) the differences between CB-SEM and PLS path modeling [78,80–84]. In this study, we used SmartPLS (v 3.2.7) software [85].

5.2. Measurement Model Assessment

We checked convergent validity and discriminant validity to evaluate the measurement model. Composite reliability (CR) [78] and rho indexes [86] are considered as the best measures of internal consistency. As suggested by Gadermann, Guhn, and Zumbo [87], we did not use Cronbach’s alpha for the reliability contrast as it was not appropriate for the PLS-SEM. The average variance extracted (AVE) of the constructs and the factor loadings was considered as the best measure for convergent validity [88,89]. Furthermore, the square root values of AVE and the correlations between the constructs were compared to check the discriminant validity. The values of factor loading > 0.707 [88], CR > 0.7 (78), rho > 0.7 [86], and AVE > 0.5 [89] were all above the required values and met the suggested requirements [78,90] (Table 3).

Table 3. Reliability and validity of measurement scales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Outer Loading</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>Rho</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>HI1</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>5.26 (0.933)</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HI2</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>5.39 (1.008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HI3</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>5.24 (0.882)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HI4</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>5.24 (1.009)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HI5</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>5.29 (0.967)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATHS</td>
<td>ATHS1</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>5.44 (0.973)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATHS2</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>5.33 (0.932)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATHS3</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>5.44 (0.904)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITHS</td>
<td>TITHS1</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>5.36 (0.972)</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TITHS2</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>5.46 (0.959)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TITHS3</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>5.38 (0.948)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWOM</td>
<td>TWOM1</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>5.23 (0.970)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TWOM2</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>5.28 (1.052)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TWOM3</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>5.16 (0.829)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEWOM</td>
<td>CEWOM1</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>5.45 (0.829)</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM2</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>5.40 (1.002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM3</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>5.43 (0.975)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM4</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>5.43 (1.008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM5</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>5.57 (1.033)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM6</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>5.46 (0.951)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGC</td>
<td>NEWOM1</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>5.43 (0.979)</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEWOM2</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>5.38 (0.887)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEWOM3</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>5.45 (1.020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TWOM, CEWOM, UGC, HI, ATHS, and TITHS denote traditional e-WOM, commercial e-WOM, user-generated content, heritage image, attitude toward heritage site, and travel intention toward heritage site, respectively. SD, Alpha, CR, and AVE denote the standard deviation, Cronbach’s alpha, composite reliability, and average variance extracted, respectively.
Additionally, the discriminant validity or divergent validity was tested by the heterotrait–monotrait ratio (HTMT) and the Fornell–Larcker test. Comparatively, HTMT is a new method that is considered to be more suitable for testing discriminant validity [91]. The HTMT criterion is defined as the “average of the heterotrait–heteromethod correlations (correlations of indicators across constructs measuring different phenomena) relative to the average of the monotrait–heteromethod (correlation of indicators within the same construct)” [91] (p. 121). The correlation values between the constructs were less than 0.85 [92]. Furthermore, the AVE square root value of all constructs was also greater than the values of correlation between the constructs [93]. In accordance with the suggestion of Reference [78], values of the HTMT were smaller than 0.90 (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CEWOM</th>
<th>TWOM</th>
<th>UGC</th>
<th>HI</th>
<th>ATHS</th>
<th>TITHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEWOM</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWOM</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGC</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATHS</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITHS</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.901</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Discriminant validity.

Note: TWOM, CEWOM, UGC, HI, ATHS, and TITHS denote traditional e-WOM, commercial e-WOM, user-generated content, heritage image, attitude toward heritage site, and travel intention toward heritage site, respectively. Fornell–Larcker parentheses bold values refer to the square root of the AVE values, and off-diagonal denotes the correlation between constructs.

5.3. Structured Model Assessment

The hypothesized relationships between the concerned constructs of the proposed structured model were assessed by using bootstrapping (4000 resamples) to generate confidence intervals and t-values. Streukens and Leroi-Werelds [94] (p. 4) mentioned that “the number of bootstrap replications varies tremendously (minimum = 500; maximum = 5000)”. The bootstrap is a test of nonparametric resampling [95]. This method is appropriate for a smaller sample size because it does not rely on the normality assumption [78]. This method is applied twice (i.e., with and without) in the presence of mediation [96]. There is no mediation effect if the direct effect is insignificant [78]. Table 5 presents the hypotheses testing of the direct effects, as demonstrated in Figure 3, along with the overall fit statistics for better illustration.

All of the concerned exogenous variables denoted a significant and positive antecedent to their particular endogenous variables. Specifically, traditional e-WOM (TWOM) was a significant and positive predictor of heritage image (HI) (H1a: $b = 0.120$, $p < 0.01$, $t$-value = 2.260), travel intention toward heritage site (TITHS) (H1b: $b = 0.102$, $p < 0.05$, $t$-value = 1.705), and attitude toward heritage site (ATHS) (H1c: $b = 0.265$, $p < 0.001$, $t$-value = 4.353). Moreover, commercial e-WOM (CEWOM) significantly and positively influenced HI (H2a: $b = 0.273$, $p < 0.001$, $t$-value = 6.092), TITHS (H2b: $b = 0.183$, $p < 0.001$, $t$-value = 3.729), and ATHS (H2c: $b = 0.198$, $p < 0.001$, $t$-value = 4.091). Furthermore, UGC also significantly and positively influenced HI (H3a: $b = 0.540$, $t$-value = 9.536, $p < 0.001$), TITHS (H3b: $b = 0.172$, $p < 0.01$, $t$-value = 2.554), and ATHS (H3c: $b = 0.427$, $p < 0.001$, $t$-value = 6.230). Finally, HI affirmatively and significantly affected TITHS (H4b: $b = 0.285$, $p < 0.001$, $t$-value = 4.470), and ATHS also affirmatively and significantly influenced TITHS (H5: $b = 0.244$, $p < 0.001$, $t$-value = 3.992). Thus, all hypotheses were supported. Additionally, we also reported the confidence interval to check the
“When a confidence interval for a difference does not include zero, the hypothesis that the difference is zero is rejected. Testing with confidence intervals has the advantage that they give more information by indicating the direction and something about the magnitude of the difference or, if the hypothesis is not rejected, the power of the procedure can be gauged by the width of the interval” [98] (p. 575). The results of the percentile method also supported the proposed hypotheses, as 0 values were not counted in either confidence interval [99].

**Table 5. Structured model.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Direct Effect</th>
<th>t-Value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Effect Size $f^2$</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>95%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1a TWOM → HI</td>
<td>0.120 **</td>
<td>2.260</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1b TWOM → TITHS</td>
<td>0.102 *</td>
<td>1.705</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1c TWOM → ATHS</td>
<td>0.265 ***</td>
<td>4.353</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2a CEWOM → HI</td>
<td>0.273 ***</td>
<td>6.092</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2b CEWOM → TITHS</td>
<td>0.183 ***</td>
<td>3.729</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2c CEWOM → ATHS</td>
<td>0.198 ***</td>
<td>4.091</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3a UGC → HI</td>
<td>0.540 ***</td>
<td>9.536</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3b UGC → TITHS</td>
<td>0.172 **</td>
<td>2.554</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3c UGC → ATHS</td>
<td>0.427 ***</td>
<td>6.230</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4 HI → TITHS</td>
<td>0.285 ***</td>
<td>4.470</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5 ATHS → TITHS</td>
<td>0.244 ***</td>
<td>3.992</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TWOM, CEWOM, UGC, HI, ATHS, and TITHS denote traditional e-WOM, commercial e-WOM, user-generated content, heritage image, attitude toward heritage site, and travel intention toward heritage site, respectively. The asterisks *, **, and *** denote significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively.

According to Henseler, Hubona, and Ray [100], the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) can be used for PLS-SEM as a goodness of fit measure to avoid the misspecification of the model. Hu and Bentle [101], precisely like Kenny [102], defined SRMR as “the standardized difference between the observed correlation and the predicted correlation”. Therefore, SRMR was used to measure the global model fit. Following the suggestion of Henseler et al. [100] and Hu and Bentler [101], the value of SRMR was 0.047, below 0.08. The predictive power of the structure model was checked by examining the values of the coefficient of determination ($R^2$), which represented...
The combined effects of exogenous contracts on endogenous constructs. The values of $R^2$ could be estimated by the following formula [103]:

$$R^2 = \sum_j \left| \hat{\beta}_{j, \text{cor}} (\eta_i, \xi_j) \right|$$

(1)

where $\text{cor} (\eta_i, \xi_j)$ is the latent variable and $\hat{\beta}_{j, \text{cor}}$ is a parameter of the structured model that represents the nexus between $\eta_i$ and $\xi_j$. The values of $R^2 = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75$ refer to weak, moderate, and strong, respectively [78]. The structured model explained 72.35% of the variance in travel intention toward heritage sites, 67.08% of heritage image, and 60.39% of attitude toward heritage sites. The values of $R^2$ were between relatively moderate and substantial [88]. Given the lack of providing the overall fit statistics in PLS, researchers and academics have recently begun to use goodness of fit (GoF). Therefore, we also computed the value of the GoF to check the overall quality of our proposed model. Following the suggestion of Tenenhaus et al. [103], the value of the GoF was computed as (see Tenenhaus et al. [103] for detailed information on the GoF computation: Here, the communality of TWOM, CEWOM, UGC, HI, ATHS, and TITHS denoted 0.452, 0.493, 0.387, 0.454, 0.422, and 0.422, respectively):

$$\text{GOF} = \sqrt{\text{Communality} \times R^2} = \sqrt{0.4483 \times 0.6617} = \sqrt{0.2966} = 0.5447.$$  (2)

5.4. The Effect Size and Predictive Relevance

Following the suggestion of Hair et al. [78], the values of $Q^2$ were computed to check the predictive relevance and accuracy of the model. The value of $Q^2$ assesses the predictive validity of a large and complex model in PLS by using the blindfolding method [104,105]. Chin [106] stated that “the prediction of observables or potential observables is of much greater relevance than the estimator of what are often artificial construct-parameters” (p. 320). The value of $Q^2$ for endogenous constructs was 0.357, 0.330, and 0.419 for HI, ATHS, and TITHS, respectively, demonstrating an acceptable level of predictive relevance (Table 6). The value of $Q^2 > 0$ showed the model’s predictive relevance [107], along with presenting a moderate effect [78,106].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Endogenous Variables</th>
<th>$Q^2$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Exogenous Variables</th>
<th>Effect Size $f^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>TWOM</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UGC</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATHS</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>TWOM</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UGC</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTHS</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>TWOM</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CEWOM</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UGC</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HI</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ATHS</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TWOM, CEWOM, UGC, HI, ATHS, and TITHS denote traditional e-WOM, commercial e-WOM, user-generated content, heritage image, attitude toward heritage site, and travel intention toward heritage site, respectively. $Q^2$ and $R^2$ denote predictive relevance and the coefficient of determination, respectively.

Cohen’s $f^2$ was used to check the degree of contribution by an exogenous variable in terms of $R^2$ to explain the endogenous variable. The values of $f^2 = 0.02, 0.15, and 0.35$ were referred to as a weak, moderate, and strong effect size of the constructs, respectively [107]. Specifically, the $f^2$ value was large ($\text{UGC} \rightarrow \text{HI}, f^2 = 0.39$, over 0.35), which showed a large effect between UGC and heritage image. There was a moderate effect between UGC and attitude toward heritage site ($\text{UGC} \rightarrow \text{ATHS}, f^2 = 0.20$, over 0.15).
over 0.15) and between commercial e-WOM and heritage image (CEWOM $\rightarrow$ HI, $f^2 = 0.15$, equal to 0.15). The $f^2$ values met the base level criteria of 0.02 in the case of the remaining relationships.

5.5. Multiple Mediating Effect Tests

To test the mediating role of heritage image and attitude toward heritage site (H4b, H4c, H4d, H5b, H5c, and H5d), we applied the relatively popular new analytical method recommended by recent studies [31,108,109]. Table 7 shows the outcomes of the indirect and total effects of the exogenous variables (TWOM, CEWOM, and UGC) on the endogenous variable (TITHS) through their mediators (i.e., heritage image and attitude toward heritage site). Moreover, the results of the multiple mediation paths along with the computation of their magnitudes or strength of mediation effects are also displayed in Figures 4–6 for a better illustration. The bootstrapping technique using bias correction and percentiles was applied to test the specific indirect effects.

Table 7. Multiple mediation analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediation Paths</th>
<th>Specific Indirect Effect</th>
<th>Total Effect</th>
<th>Bootstrap 95%</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bias-Corrected</td>
<td>Percentile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4b TWOM $\rightarrow$ HI $\rightarrow$ TITHS</td>
<td>0.034 *</td>
<td>0.201 *** (3.128)</td>
<td>[0.012; 0.072] [0.008; 0.066]</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5b TWOM $\rightarrow$ ATHS $\rightarrow$ TITHS</td>
<td>0.065 **</td>
<td>0.309 *** (6.356)</td>
<td>[0.037; 0.112] [0.031; 0.102]</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4c CEWOM $\rightarrow$ HI $\rightarrow$ TITHS</td>
<td>0.078 ***</td>
<td>0.430 *** (6.639)</td>
<td>[0.094; 0.225] [0.094; 0.224]</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5c CEWOM $\rightarrow$ ATHS $\rightarrow$ TITHS</td>
<td>0.048 **</td>
<td>0.104 *** (6.639)</td>
<td>[0.060; 0.165] [0.054; 0.157]</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The asterisks *, **, and *** denote significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. TWOM, CEWOM, UGC, HI, ATHS, and TITHS denote traditional e-WOM, commercial e-WOM, user-generated content, heritage image, attitude toward heritage site, and travel intention toward heritage site, respectively. The number in parentheses is the $t$-value. DE, SIE, TE, and BC denote the direct effect, specific indirect effect, total effect, and bias-corrected, respectively. Here, $t (0.05; 3999) = 1.645 *$, $t (0.01; 3999) = 2.327 **$, $t (0.001; 3999) = 3.092 ***$, $* p < 0.05$, ** $p < 0.01$, and *** $p < 0.001$.1 We computed the variance accounted for (VAF) as suggested by Reference [78] to conclude to reject or not reject the mediation hypotheses. Hair et al. [78] mentioned that the VAF would be smaller than 0.2 in the presence of a significant indirect effect (VAF < 0.2, no mediation; 0.2 $\leq$ VAF $\leq$ 0.8, partial mediation; VAF > 0.8, full mediation).

As mentioned earlier, the direct effects of TWOM, CEWOM, and UGC on TITHS were supported (H1b: $c'_1$; H2b: $c'_2$, and H3b: $c'_3$, respectively). Additionally, the results revealed that the indirect effects of the exogenous variables were also significantly supported, as 0 values were not counted in either confidence intervals. The significance of the structural coefficients could also be checked by reporting the bias-corrected confidence interval [110]. Specifically, heritage image mediated the relationship between TWOM and TITHS (H4b: $b = 0.034, p < 0.05$), CEWOM and TITHS (H4c: $b = 0.078, p < 0.001$), and UGC and TITHS (H4d: $b = 0.154, p < 0.001$). Moreover, attitude toward heritage site also mediated the relationship between TWOM and TITHS (H5b: $b = 0.065, p < 0.01$), CEWOM and TITHS (H5c: $b = 0.048, p < 0.01$), and UGC and TITHS (H5d: $b = 0.104, p < 0.001$).

5.6. Magnitude and Strength of Mediation

Additionally, we followed the suggestion of Hair et al. [78] to conclude to reject or not to reject the mediation hypotheses (H4b, H4c, H4d, H5b, H5c, and H5d). The computation of the strength of mediation or magnitude is important in the context of concluding remarks about the mediation effect. Therefore, as suggested by Hair et al. [78], the strength or magnitudes of mediation were computed
(see Figures 4–6) by incorporating the variance accounted for (VAF) method (VAF < 0.2, no mediation; 0.2 ≤ VAF ≤ 0.8, partial mediation; VAF > 0.8, full mediation).

Figure 4 illustrates the magnitude of mediation in terms of heritage image (H4b: $a_1b_1$), and attitude toward heritage site (H5b: $a_2b_2$) mediated the relationship between TWOM and TITHS. The contrast revealed that heritage image did not mediate the relationship between TWOM and TITHS, as the VAF presented a value under 0.2, which indicates zero mediation [78], so the mediation hypothesis (H4b) was not supported. In contrast, attitude toward heritage site mediated the relationship between TWOM and TITHS, as the VAF presented a value greater than 0.2. Hence, complementary partial mediation was supposed because the direct and indirect effects of TWOM were both significant and their product (i.e., $a_1b_1c'_1$) was also positive. According to Hair et al. [78] (p. 234), “When both the direct and indirect effects are significant, we can distinguish between complementary and competitive mediation. Complementary mediation describes a situation in which the direct effect and the indirect effect $p_1·p_2$ point in the same direction. In other words, the product of the direct effect and the indirect effect (i.e., $p_1·p_2·p_3$) is positive.”

![Figure 4. Magnitudes of the mediation paths H4b and H5b.](image1)

![Figure 5. Magnitudes of the mediation paths H4c and H5c.](image2)
Figure 5 demonstrates that the strength of mediation in terms of heritage image (H4c: a3b1) and attitude toward heritage site (H5c: a4b2) mediated the relationship between CEWOM and TITHS. The contrast shows that heritage image mediated the relationship between CEWOM and TITHS, as the VAF presented a value greater than 0.2. Hence, complementary partial mediation was supposed because the direct and indirect effects of TWOM were both significant and their product (i.e., a3*b4*c'2) was also positive [78]. In contrast, the attitude toward heritage site did not mediate the relationship between CEWOM and TITHS, as the VAF presented a value under 0.2, which indicates zero mediation [78], so the mediation hypothesis (H4b) was not supported.

Figure 6 illustrates the magnitude of mediation in terms of heritage image (H4d: a5b1), and attitude toward heritage site (H5d: a6b2) mediated the relationship between UGC and TITHS. The values of VAF were greater than 0.2, and hence complementary partial mediations were supposed because the direct and indirect effects of UGC were both significant and their products (i.e., a5*b1*c'3 and a6*b1*c'3) were also positive [78].

5.7. Impact–Performance Map Analysis (IPMA)

The IPMA provides an extended form of path coefficient (importance) by considering the performance (average value) of each construct [31]. The study of Hair et al. [78] explained the IPMA in detail, whereas Hair et al. [109] and Ringle and Sarstedt [111] discussed its applications. According to Ringle and Sarstedt [111], IPMA is “a useful analysis approach in PLS-SEM that extends the standard results reporting of path coefficient estimates by adding a dimension that considers the average values of the latent variable scores”. Figure 7 illustrates the results of the IPMA.
The results for travel intention toward heritage site (TITHS) in heritage tourism revealed that ATHS, CEWOM, HI, UGC, and TWOM had a higher performance (average values) and importance (average values) for the TITHS (ATHS: 0.244, 69.642; CEWOM: 0.309, 67.786; HI: 0.285, 63.639; UGC: 0.43, 68.316; TWOM: 0.201, 64.323). Accordingly, per each unit increase in the ATHS, CEWOM, HI, UGC, and TWOM, the performance of travel intention toward heritage site increased by 0.244, 0.309, 0.285, 0.43, and 0.201, respectively.

5.8. Discussion

To accomplish the objectives of the present study, we conducted a questionnaire survey and proposed an integrated model (Figure 1) and multiple mediation models (Figure 2), which included 17 accompanying hypotheses. The first 11 projected hypotheses (H1a, H1b, H1c, H2a, H2b, H2c, H3a, H3b, H3c, H4a, and H5a) denoted direct effects, and the remaining six projected hypotheses (H4b, H4c, H4d, H5b, H5c, and H5d) presented the mediating roles of heritage image and attitude toward heritage site in the relationship between WOM and travel intention toward heritage site. First of all, as predicted by the hypotheses associated with the direct effect of traditional WOM (i.e., H1a, H1b, and H1c), the results revealed that traditional WOM was a significant and positive predictor of heritage image (H1a), attitude (H1b), and intention toward heritage site (H1c), which means that hypotheses H1a, H1b, and H1c were proven. These results are similar to the findings of previous studies [8,9,34]. Ishida et al. [8] examined the influence of traditional WOM for vacation tourists, and found that traditional WOM had a positive and significant effect on visit intention and destination image, and also significantly influenced consumer attitudes and behavioral intentions [9], as traditional WOM is extensively considered to be one of the main influential predictors [40]. Information acquired from friends and relatives was considered to be the most credible and reliable, was used by potential tourists in the travel decision-making process, and also strongly influenced destination image. The traditional view claims that face-to-face communication and face-to-face communication plays a key role in consumer behavior and consumer choice, and ultimately influences decisions [34].

As predicted by H2a, H2b, and H2c, commercial e-WOM significantly and positively influenced heritage image (H2a), travel intention toward heritage site (H2b), and attitude toward heritage site (H2c), which means that hypotheses H2a, H2b, and H2c were also supported. These results of our study are also in line with those in previous literature [10–12,44,56]. Rizky et al. [10] found that e-WOM had an affirmatively positive effect on destination image, travel intention, and attitudes. There were also positive and significant associations between e-WOM, trust in the destination, and revisit

Figure 7. ImpactPerformance Map Analysis (IPMA) for travel intention toward heritage site.

The x axis denotes the impact (importance) of a target variable, whereas the y axis represents the average value (performance), which ranged from 0 to 100. This method provided a guide as to the importance of areas which needed to improve even though the present performance of those areas was weak. The IPMA results for the travel intention toward heritage site (TITHS) in heritage tourism revealed that ATHS, CEWOM, HI, UGC, and TWOM had a higher performance (average values) and importance (average values) for the TITHS (ATHS: 0.244, 69.642; CEWOM: 0.309, 67.786; HI: 0.285, 63.639; UGC: 0.43, 68.316; TWOM: 0.201, 64.323). Accordingly, per each unit increase in the ATHS, CEWOM, HI, UGC, and TWOM, the performance of travel intention toward heritage site increased by 0.244, 0.309, 0.285, 0.43, and 0.201, respectively.

5.8. Discussion

To accomplish the objectives of the present study, we conducted a questionnaire survey and proposed an integrated model (Figure 1) and multiple mediation models (Figure 2), which included 17 accompanying hypotheses. The first 11 projected hypotheses (H1a, H1b, H1c, H2a, H2b, H2c, H3a, H3b, H3c, H4a, and H5a) denoted direct effects, and the remaining six projected hypotheses (H4b, H4c, H4d, H5b, H5c, and H5d) presented the mediating roles of heritage image and attitude toward heritage site in the relationship between WOM and travel intention toward heritage site. First of all, as predicted by the hypotheses associated with the direct effect of traditional WOM (i.e., H1a, H1b, and H1c), the results revealed that traditional WOM was a significant and positive predictor of heritage image (H1a), attitude (H1b), and intention toward heritage site (H1c), which means that hypotheses H1a, H1b, and H1c were proven. These results are similar to the findings of previous studies [8,9,34]. Ishida et al. [8] examined the influence of traditional WOM for vacation tourists, and found that traditional WOM had a positive and significant effect on visit intention and destination image, and also significantly influenced consumer attitudes and behavioral intentions [9], as traditional WOM is extensively considered to be one of the main influential predictors [40]. Information acquired from friends and relatives was considered to be the most credible and reliable, was used by potential tourists in the travel decision-making process, and also strongly influenced destination image. The traditional view claims that face-to-face communication and face-to-face communication plays a key role in consumer behavior and consumer choice, and ultimately influences decisions [34].

As predicted by H2a, H2b, and H2c, commercial e-WOM significantly and positively influenced heritage image (H2a), travel intention toward heritage site (H2b), and attitude toward heritage site (H2c), which means that hypotheses H2a, H2b, and H2c were also supported. These results of our study are also in line with those in previous literature [10–12,44,56]. Rizky et al. [10] found that e-WOM had an affirmatively positive effect on destination image, travel intention, and attitudes. There were also positive and significant associations between e-WOM, trust in the destination, and revisit
intention [11]. Tourists shared their traveling experience on social networks, and therefore e-WOM could be considered to be a positive and significant predictor of travel intention [44] in Tunisia [24]. Furthermore, e-WOM was a very important and useful resource for tourists in gathering information about destinations and sharing opinions, which they made after their vacation in Turkey [12].

Furthermore, as predicted by the hypotheses associated with the direct effect of UGC (i.e., H3a, H3b, and H3c), it was found that the UGC was a positive predictor of heritage image (H3a), travel intention toward heritage site (H3b), and attitude toward heritage site (H3c). Correspondingly, our results were conceptually and logically consistent with the findings of a few previous studies. The online information seeker mostly chose information that belonged to strong-tie connections [37]. Tourists’ online comments, opinions, suggestions, advice, and reviews about tourism and hospitality services were commonly considered to be more reliable and up-to-date when compared to contents posted by travel service providers [28,30]. Hence, UGC is considered to be more reliable [24,29]. Therefore, our study bridged this gap in the existing body of literature despite the importance of UGC in the area of tourism and hospitality.

In accordance with the prediction of H4a, heritage image affirmatively affected travel intention toward heritage sites. These results support the existing body of literature [10,14,15,56,112]. The destination image has positively influenced visit intention [10]. Image is an impression and expression that is acquired by a traveler at the end of the journey, and therefore visit intention is directly predicted by the location image [15]. Moreover, destination image is one of the main factors in revisiting a destination, among other factors such as travelers’ experience, leisure constraint, and familiarity with the experience [14]. Information given by tourists about the destination image was significant because potential travelers mostly relied on the opinions and advice provided by those users who have experienced the same services [56], and therefore a perceived image of a target location positively and significantly influenced the tourists’ attitudes [112]. In contrast, our findings were not in line with previous studies [113–115]. Artuger and Cetinsoz [114] examined the impact of destination image (cognitive image and affective image) on revisiting intention and concluded that affective image positively, but insignificantly, influenced travel intention. Furthermore, they mentioned that previous studies had only considered the cognitive aspect of the destination image, whereas affective image also contains equal importance in an accurate assessment of the influence of destination image in the decision-making process. Stylos et al. [115] found that destination image (affective image and cognitive image) did not have a significant impact on travel intention. In accordance with the prediction of the hypotheses associated with the direct effects of attitude toward heritage site (H5a), our results showed that tourists’ attitudes toward heritage sites had a positive and significant impact on travel intention toward heritage sites. The results of our study also reinforced the opinions of References [13,16,71]. Kim and Kwon [71] conducted a study to examine the links between attitude, image, and intention to visit Korea and concluded that attitude had an affirmative influence on travel intention. Visitation intention was highly affected by a positive attitude change [16]. In the context of the mediating role of heritage image and attitude toward heritage sites in the relationship between word-of-mouth (i.e., traditional, commercial, and UGC) and travel intention toward heritage sites, our study contributes a noteworthy contribution in the existing body of literature because there have been very few studies that have used these two mediators.

6. Conclusions

The present study adds value to the existing body of literature on heritage tourism, as this field has received little scholarly attention. The understanding of the predictors of heritage image, attitude toward heritage site, and travel intention toward heritage site for heritage tourism purposes is a noteworthy contribution. Despite the significance of UGC [116] and heritage image in the area of tourism and hospitality, the existing body of literature is still limited. In fact, previous studies have not paid particular attention and have focused on heritage image in the context of WOM (i.e., traditional, commercial e-WOM, and UGC), which is an important antecedent to travel intention and
attitude toward heritage site [8] (p. 24). This study bridged this gap by investigating the mediating role of heritage image and attitude toward a heritage site in the relationship between exogenous constructs and travel intention toward heritage sites. We employed the PLS-SEM method instead of the traditionally used CB-SEM method.

First, the findings recognized that UGC, traditional WOM, and commercial e-WOM were counted as important for marketing resources in accordance with their level of significance. Second, all exogenous variables directly influenced travel intention toward a heritage site. Third, exogenous variables indirectly also influenced travel intention toward a heritage site. Fourth, in accordance with the magnitude or worth of the mediation role of heritage image (HI): (1) HI mediated the relationship between UGC and TITHS, (2) HI mediated the relationship between CEWOM and TITHS, and (3) HI did not mediate the relationship between TWOM and TITHS. Fifth, in accordance with the worth of the mediation role of attitude toward heritage site (ATHS): (1) ATHS mediated the relationship between TWOM and TITHS, (2) ATHS mediated the relationship between TWOM and TITH and UGC and TITHS, and (3) ATHS did not mediate the relationship between CEWOM and TITHS. Therefore, the findings of the present research suggested appropriate empirical and theoretical conclusions as well as valuable insights for heritage management organizations (HMOs), including both local professionals and the host communities that assist in increasing the development of heritage tourism.

6.1. Theoretical and Practical Implications

The theoretical contribution of this study stems from a holistic emphasis on WOM (categorically speaking, traditional, commercial e-WOM, and UGC) as it reflected the visitors’ attitudes toward heritage sites, heritage image, and travel intention toward heritage sites. The following are some noteworthy implications of this study. First, this study considered traditional WOM, commercial e-WOM, and UGC as predictors of heritage image, attitude, and travel intention toward heritage sites in the heritage tourism environment, which has hardly been previously taken into account. Second, we applied PLS-SEM, a relatively popular new method, instead of the traditionally used CB-SEM. Third, this study contributed to the body of literature by introducing and proposing an integrated approach that used six constructs together in identifying tourism behavior in the heritage tourism field. Comparatively, few studies have been conducted on the decision-making process and travel behavior in the context of tourism in mountain areas. Fourth, the present research work incorporated heritage image and attitude toward heritage site as mediators in the relationship between concerned exogenous variables and an endogenous variable. Fifth, the study focused on Mount Huangshan, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and the most attractive tourism destination in Anhui Province, China, which had previously not gained much consideration from academics and researchers in the context of the extensive evaluation of potential tourists’ attitudes toward heritage sites, heritage image, and more importantly travel intention toward heritage sites. Furthermore, an important predictor (UGC), along with other predictors (traditional WOM and commercial e-WOM), were tested from the perspective of Mount Huangshan. They are very significant, but appear to have been neglected and not tested before together in empirical studies.

The findings of our study also offer some useful managerial directions. This study identified (1) five noteworthy dimensions of travel intention toward heritage sites, (2) three dimensions of attitude toward heritage sites, and (3) three dimensions regarding the improvement of heritage image. In the context of travel intention toward mountains, the results showed the positive and significant influence of destination image, attitude, traditional WOM, commercial e-WOM, and UGC. Therefore, planners and marketing departments must keep in mind the worth of a different kind of WOM (categorically speaking, traditional, commercial e-WOM, and UGC) in their policies on sustainable development in the field of heritage tourism. Therefore, in the context of practical contribution, it could be recognized which type of WOM is counted as the most important for marketing resources in accordance with their level of credibility. The findings of our study are also helpful for promoting and branding the image of and attitude toward mountain area destinations. The implication in practice should be enhanced from
the perspective of marketing based on new social media and how to use big data from social media to obtain valuable information to support decision making and promotion. The significant results also recommend that tourism management organizations and their managers should focus on social media platforms, as UGC was one of the most important predictors of image, attitude, and travel intention toward visiting mountain area destinations. Moreover, by creating public discussion blogs for experienced tourists, managers could spread awareness among the general public about the image of heritage sites, which could possibly lead toward a positive attitude and travel intention toward heritage sites and ultimately increase the number of potential tourists in scenic spots in mountain areas.

6.2. Limitations and Future Research

This study had some inescapable limitations that must be considered. First, the findings of this study cannot be generalized to a large extent because the scope of our study was limited to one scenic spot, Mount Huangshan. Second, this study used a convenience sampling method. Third, the respondents of this study were a mixture of domestic and international tourists. Fourth, we used two versions of the questionnaire (English and Chinese). Fifth, the variables used in the present study, despite being based on other studies, could be modified or extended, since other variables can be used to measure user attitudes. The same applies to the variables that measured the other constructs. Furthermore, the sample size was limited to 280 respondents. There are some possible future work directions related to the present study. A more accurate or different sampling method could be used with an increased sample size to support these findings in the future. In future investigations, the authors should have more answers or should limit the analysis to international or domestic tourists, as they have different perspectives, life experiences, and above all, knowledge of the area of study. As this study was limited to one scenic spot, future studies may want to replicate the same proposed model by using a different scenic spot. There are also future directions that can be considered in replicating the same proposed model in the context of domestic and international tourists separately. In this advanced technology era, most internet users use mobile internet to explore social networking websites and other different platforms. Therefore, the significance of different kinds of WOM as predictors of heritage image, attitude, and travel intention toward heritage sites can be checked by incorporating mobile users into our proposed model. As the present study was conducted during the Chinese summer vacations, future studies may want to change the time period of data collection to check seasonal effects. As UGC mostly belongs to social media marketing (SNS), future studies may want to incorporate the pervasive adoption of SNS into the model proposed in the present study, along with psychological factors relevant to behavior.
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